300 DEGREE ASPHALT—365 DAYS A YEAR

KASI-4R
Four-ton Capacity Asphalt reclaimer

The Kasi-4R maintains four tons of plant mix asphalt at 300 degrees Fahrenheit for up to 48 hours. This unit also reclaims stockpiled asphalt (virgin or previously excavated). These features facilitate year-round patching of roads with permanent material.

In addition to supplying hot asphalt, the 4R also provides the operator with a convenient 30” high shoveling platform from which to work.

The design, workmanship and materials incorporated in Kasi equipment are exceptional. The 4R will provide many years of dependable service.

BUILT TO PERFORM • BUILT TO LAST • BUILT TO MAKE THE ULTIMATE REPAIR

Kasi Infrared Manufactures the finest infrared equipment.
We combine Industry, know-how and manufacturing Expertise to build what you need.

Kasi Infrared—386 River Road—Claremont, N.H. 03743